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ABSTRACT

The effects of an advance organizer, a preview of text structure and two

arrangements of text material on prose learning and delayed retention were in-

vestigated. Text material was preceded by either an advance organizer, a pre-

view of structure, or a neutral control passage. Two text structures were de-

veloped: 1) a hierarchical structure; 2) a hierarchical and categorical structure.

Subjects were 120 female high school seniori. Groups reading an advance organi-

zer and either text structure performed significantly better than control sub-

jects for learning. This effect was replicated after an eight-day inter 1 for

students reading an advance organizer and hierarchically and categoricaaly struc-

tured text but not for students reading an advance organizer and hierarchically

structured text. The preview of structure significantly affected learning for

students treading hierarchically and categorically structured text. In addition,

studenta learned and retained significantly more superordinate than subordinate

ideas contained in the material.



OBJECTIVES

The purpose of the study is to evaluate the effectiveness of an advance

organizer, a preview of text structure, and two arrangements of text material

on prose learning and delayed retention. Three specific questiims are of con-

cern: 1) How will an advance organizer and text structure interact to affect

prose learning and retention? 2) How will a preview of structure and text struc-

ture interact to er.Ict prose learning and retention? and 3) Will prose learn-

ing and retention be better for superordinate or subordinate ideas?

In order to answer these questions two text structures were developed:

1) a hierarchical structure; and 2) a hierarchical and categorical structure.

In addition, an expository advance organizer, a preview of structure, and a neu-

tral control passage were also constructed.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

David P. Ausubel (1963) argues that existing cognitive structures facili-

tate learning because they form a conceptual base for the \integration of new

material. New ideas and information are learned only to the extent to which

more inclusive and appr6priately relevant concepts are already available in the

cognitive structure. In order to facilitate meaningful learning, AusuOel advo-

cates the use of advance organizers.

Advance organizers refer to instructional materials which are introduced

prior to new material to be learned. They are presented at a higher level of

abstraction, generality and inclusiveness than the arring task itself and ope-

rate by providing the learner with the relevant superwdinate concepts to which

subsequent subordinate information can be meaningfully related.

The preview of structure gives explicit knowledge of the structure of the

prose passages. It serves as a foreground or context for comprehending what

comes next and provides the learner with a potentially effective organizational

strategy. Research by Eggen, Kauchak & Kirk (1978) indicates that even when

students are presented with structured text material they may be unaware 4f the

text structure and unable to benefit from it. These investigators found that



students provided with a relevant conceptual hierarchy showed significantly better

comprehension of text material than control subjects not receiving hierarchical

cues.

While many investigators have found facilitating effects with advance or-

ganizers (i.e. Kuhn & Novak, 1970: West & Fensham, 1976; Lawton, 1977); others

have not (i.e. Graber, Means & Johnston, 1972; Clawson 6 Barnes, 1973; Schumacher,

Liebert & Fess, 1975). Clearly organizers can be effective under some conditions.

The task is to clarify the function of organizers and to indicate precisely under

what conditions they will be effective.

One condition which may affect the outcome of advance organizer research is

the structure of the learning material itself. The structure of a passage is a

very significant variable affecting what is remembered from prose passages (Frase,

1968, 1969, 1973; Meyer 6 McConkie, 1973; Miller, Perry & Cunningham, 1977). Yet

very, few investigators have given adequate consideration to the structure of the

learning materials used with an advance organizer.

Ausubel (1963) contends that learning material should proceed from regions

of greater inclusiveness to regions of lesser inclusiveness. In this way, detail-

ed or specific information is always preceded by a rore general or inclusive pro-

position to which it can be related. Hierarchically structured prose conforms to

Ausubel's specifications.

In contrast, other textbook writers have structured prose hierarchically

and categorically. Information is first grouped around related conceptual headings

and then arranged from the general to the specific within each category. Johnson

(1970), Meyer & McConkie (1973), Kintsch (1974), Miller, Perry is Cunningham (1977)

and others have shown that memory for prose can be characterized within a hierar-

chical framework. The higher or the mere important the material is in the hie-

rarchy, the better the chance of recalling theft information. Thus, the more super-

ordinate ideas in a passage are recalled more frequently than subordinate ideas.

This research assumes that hierarchically structured prose conforms to the ,

natural ordering of ideas in the learner's cognitive structure. We can predict



that the more the structure of the material to be learned conforms to the natural

ordering of ideas in cognitive structure, the greater the likelihood of its being

recalled.

The following major hypotheses were proposed: Effects of text structure.

1) Students reading a prose passage which is hierarchically structured will learn

and retain significantly more of the material than students reading a prose passage

which is both hierarchically and categorically structured. itdvance organizer effects.

2) Students reading a prose passage which is hierarchically structured will benefit

significantly more from the use of an advance organizer than students reading a

prose passage which is both hierarchically and categorically structured. 3) Stu-

dents reading a hierarchically struciured prose passage will learn significantly

more if the passage is preceded by an advance organizer than if it is preceded by a

neutral control passa46 of simiiar length. 4) Students reiding a hierarchically'

and categorically structured prose passage will learn significantly more it the

passage is receded by an advance organizers than if it is preceded by a neutral

control pa sage of similar length. Effects of a Preview of st ucture. 5) Studepts

reading a h Irirchically structured prose passage will learn significantly more if

the passage is preceded by a preview of structure than if it is preCeded by a neu-

tral control passage. 6) Students reading a prose passage which is both hierar-

chically and categorically structured will learn significantly more if the passage

is preceded by a preview of structure than if it is preceded by a neutral control

passage. Superordinate vs. subordinate recall. 7) Students reading a hierarchical-

ly structured prose passage will learn signiticantly more of the superordinate

ideas contained in the material than the subordinate ideas. 8) Students reading

a prose passage which is both hierarchically and categorically structured will

learn significantly more of the superordinate ideas contained in the material than

the subordinate ideas. A parallel set of hypothebes was prOposed for delayed re-

tention as well.

METHODS

Materials. A 373-word expository advance organizer was constructed following



Ausubel's guidelines. Its effectiveness was,compared with a 61-word preview of

structure and a 373-word historical narrative, written at the same level of genera-

lity as the learning passage itself and serving as a control. Two 1215-word prose

passages were constructed. They diffIred only in the hierarchical arrangement of

sentences, which were written at various levels of generality and inclusiveness. In

one passage, the material was arranged both hierarchically and categorically. In

the other passage the material was arranged to form only a hierarchical stiucture.

In the hierarchical structure, the most inclusive statements are always presented

first followed by the more specific ideas. In contrast, a hierarchical and cate-

gorical structure is present when textual information is first divided into cate-

gories and then arranged from the general to the specific within each category. The

subject matter for the study was economic geography of the Soviet Union. Four le-

vels of specificity were represented in the structure of the textual material.

Subiects & Procedure. The subjects were 120 seniors attending an all girls'

Catholic high school in suburban Maryland, middle-class, and representing a wide

range of ability. They were randomly assigned to one of six treatment conditions:

1) advance organizer, hierarchical and categorical text material; 2) advance orga-

nizer, hierarchical text material; 3) preview ok structure, hierarchical and ca-

tegorical text material; 4) preview of structure, hierarchical text material; 5)

historical narrative, hierarchical and categorical text material; 6) historical nar-

rative, hierarchical text.

The experiment was run in each of two classrooms for fifty minutes. Each

student received a booklet containing the appropriate pre-instructional treatment

and type of structure. Students were given ten minutes to read and study the pre-

instructional treatment and fifteen minutes to read the passage. A 30-item mul-

tiple-choice test measuring knowledge and comprehension was given immediately fol-

lowing reading as a test of learning, and 8-days later as a test of retention.

This text was developed based on an item analysis. In addition, superordinate ver-

sus subordinate learning and recall was measured for each treatment condition.



DATA SOURCE

: Hypotheses 1 through 6 were analyzed by a 2 (hierarchical & categorical struc-

ture, hierarchical structure' x 3 (advance organizer, preview of structure, histori-

cal narrative) x 2 (class 1, class 2) analysis of variance with the dependent va-

riable being the total post-test score. Specific mean comparisons were made using

the Tukey post hoc strategy. An identical analysis was used on the retention data,

with the total retention score being the dependent variable. Hypotheses 7 and 8

were assessed by dividing the text into three subscales, each consisting of 10 ques-

tions, and measuring learning at one of three levels of specificity. A2x3x2x1

repeated measures design was used with the, three subscale means as the dependent va-

.riables for the learning data. An identical analysis was used on the retention data.

RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS

Advance Organizer Effects. Students reading hierarchically structumi prose

learned significantly more when the passage was preceded by an advance organizer

than when it was preceded by a.neutral control passage. This effect was not repli-

cated after an eight-day interval. Students reading hierarchically and categori-

cally structured prose learned significantly mo a the passage was preceded by

an advance organizer. This effect was replicated afte n eight-day interval.

Thus, an advance organizer proved effective for both text structures for learning

and was effective only with the hierarchical and categorical structure at retention.

Therefore, hypotheses 3.and 4 were confirmed for learning. Hypothesis 4 was also

confirmed for retention as well.

The results are supportive of Ausubel's theory, specifically the use of ad-
s.

vance organizers with structured prose material. This research leads to the view

that text structure works with an advance organizer to enable the learner to more

thoroughly process text information and provides him/her with a more effective re-:

trieval scheme. In this view, organizers cannot be expected to compensate for lack

of inherent text structure. This view is in contrast to that of researchers such

as Mayer 12978) who predict that there should be no positive effect of advance or-

ganizers for logical oranirtions.



Effects of Text Structure. Students reading a hierarchically structured

prose passage did not learn and retain significantly more of the material than

students reading a hierarchically and categorically structured passage. Thus, hy-

pothesis I was not confirmed. These results, when coupled with the positive orga-

nizer effects for both text structures, suggest that the learner organizes and

stores information both hiera?chically and categorically. Both organizational

schemes are therefore of potential benefit to the learner.'

Lffects of a Preview of Structure. Text structure proved to be most impor-

tant when used with a preview of structure. A planned comparison of means revealed

a significant difference at .05 per comparison error rate for the hierarchical and-

categorical structure between the preview of structure and the neutral control

(F-4.48, p(.05) thus confirming hypothesis 6. This result was not replicated for

the retention data possibly because students were unable to remember the preview

after the eight-day retention interval. Had students reading hierarchically and

categorically structured prose been able to read the preview of structure prior to

retesting they may well have benefited from its use. The preview may well act as

a set of retrieval cues. Furthermore, students reading hierarchically structured

prose did not benefit from.a preview of structure either during learning or reten-

tion. Thus, support was not found for hypothesis 5.

The: _ results indicate that a preview of structure giving explicit knowledge

of the structure of prose passages can be a potent aid for learning when used with

hierarchically and categorically structured text material. When students read

hierarchically and categoricall12Ncuctured prose, information processing demands

are high, i.e. students were required to process information presented in the form

of five parallel hierarchies, one for each of five economic regions which are fur-

ther subdivided into four categories, and then arranged from the general to the

specific. Processing demils are lower when prose is only hierarchically struc-

tured, since the reader encounters a continuous flow of information proceeding from

the superordinate to the subordinate. This result suggests that a preview of struc-

ture is likely to prove effective when used with text material following more than



one organizational scheme.

§uperordinate vs. Subordinate Recall. Confirmation was found for hypotheses

7 and 8. Students reading hierarchially structured prose learned and retained

Significantly more of the superordinate ideas contained in the material than the

subordinate ideas. .Similarly, students reading hierarchically and categorically

structured prose.learned and retained significantly more of the superordinate

ideas contained in the material. A close look at the hierarchical presentation

of text information in studies finding significantly better student learning for

superordinate concepts suggest that one is likely to find a superordinate recall

advantage when information is arranged into one tall hierarchy, with a limited

amount of propositions at each level as was the case with the hierarchical struc-

ture used in this study. The results of this study further our understanding of

prose learning by showing that flatter and broader hierarchilal text presentations

(i.e. hierarchical and categorical structure) may also yielga superordinate re-

call advantage.

IMPORTANCE

Results of the present study support Ausubel's theory by showing an advance

organizer to be effective with hierarchically structnred text material and furthers

our understanding of prose learning and memory by: 1) showing an advance organzier

to be effective with text structured both hierarchically and categorically; and

2) by indicating that a preview of structure has a positive effect on students'

ability to organize and process text information.
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